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the ch mohammed koya chair of calicut university has started a mission to revive the language as well as the books classic arabi malayalam books. if things pan out as planned, the centre will soon have a fully digitised mappila
heritage library with all available books in pdf format. the proposed website of the library (www.mappilaheritage.com) is scheduled to go online on january 26, 2016, the republic day, according to the functionaries of ch chair. the

birth of this song tradition dates back to muhyiddin mala written by khazi mohammed in the 17thcentury. it commemorates the miraculous stories of muslim saints or heroic events in the communitys history. this popular
devotional classic, composed in ad 1607, depicts the history of sufi saint sheikh muhyiddin abdul kader and his mystical powers. listening to it, we get a sense of what islam looked like in 11thcentury iran after the prophet and in

a different region and culture. muhyadheen mala summary in malayalam: our muhyadheen mala malayalam summary is for all students. we have extracted the summary of all chapters from the muhyadheen mala and have
translated it in malayalam. these summaries are easy to understand and will help you prepare for your exams. muhyadheen mala in malayalam: muhyadheen mala, also known as muhyadheen mala malayalam, is a malayalam

language book written by poet and scholar, abdul asraf. the book is written in verse and contains about five thousand lines of poetry. muhyadheen mala consists of six sections, namely muhyadheen, manikutty, karumuttam,
kalidassan, al-qaroon and shakkhan. the first two sections form the muhyadheen, while the remaining four constitute the manikutty. muhyadheen mala consists of four sections: muhyadheen (origin), manikutty (gradual

progress), karumuttam (victory of asraf) and kalidassan (completion).
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